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Failure prognostic algorithms require to reduce the computational burden associated with
their implementation to ensure real-time performance in embedded systems. In this
regard, this paper presents a method that allows to significantly reduce this computational
cost in the case of particle-filter-based prognostic algorithms, which is based on a time-
variant prognostic update rate. In this proposed scheme, the performance of the prognostic
algorithm within short-term prediction horizons is continuously compared with respect to
the outcome of Bayesian state estimators. Only if the discrepancy between prior and pos-
terior knowledge is greater than a given threshold, it is suggested to execute the prognostic
algorithm once again and update Time-of-Failure estimates. In addition, a novel metric to
evaluate the performance of any prognostic algorithm in real-time is hereby presented. The
proposed actualization scheme is implemented, tested, and validated in two case studies
related to the problem of State-of-Charge (SOC) prognostics. The obtained results show
that the proposed strategy allows to significantly reduce the computational cost while
keeping the standards in terms of algorithm efficacy.

� 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

System components and industrial equipment undergo natural degradation processes as a direct consequence of their use
in daily operation. As these degradation processes may eventually lead to the occurrence of catastrophic events and loss of
operational continuity, it has become necessary to prioritize the implementation of State-of-Health (SoH) monitoring archi-
tectures and Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) systems [1]. Furthermore, PHM systems have been lately consid-
ered as key enabling technologies for the implementation of decision-making schemes on future operating load profiles
based the information of current condition of the process (i.e., the outcome of Fault Diagnostic modules) and the character-
ization of the future evolution of the system SoH (i.e., the outcome of Failure Prognostic modules).

In this regard, it is important to remark that fault diagnostic modules typically perform 3 main tasks: (i) to detect a fault
that is affecting the performance of the process, (ii) to isolate and determine in which component is the fault actually located,
and (iii) to estimate how severe the damage is, using for this purpose an adequately defined Health Index (HI). Failure
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prognostic modules, on the other hand, are primarily focused on using degradation models to characterize the future evo-
lution of the fault and evaluate the probability of failure at any given time. Failure prognostic algorithms allow to evaluate
the reliability of a system in it is actual life cycle conditions, predicting the time at which a system or a component will no
longer perform its intended function, thus giving users the opportunity to mitigate system level risks while extending its
useful life [1].

Particle-filtering-based Prognostics (PFP) algorithms have been widely applied to solve the problem of real-time charac-
terization of the Time-of-Failure (ToF) probability density function (PDF) [2]. Indeed, these methods are currently considered
the state-of-the-art for model-based prognostic by many researchers within the PHM community [3], and have been
employed in diverse applications, including railway tracks [4], rotating machines [5], batteries [6–8], among others
[9–11]. Although PFP algorithms have been widely studied, the literature still does not offer a formal analysis on the deter-
mination of the most appropriate prognostic update rate to be used in order to decrease the associated computational costs
without significantly affecting the algorithm efficacy. In this regard, it is important to emphasize that the aim of our work is
focused on proposing a novel method to reduce the computational effort associated with the implementation of real-time
particle-filter-based prognostic algorithms, this being a differentiating factor compared to other efforts currently reported
in the literature [12–14]. In other words, our objective is to introduce a methodology capable of determining the need of
an update in Time-of-Failure estimates, considering for this purposes an assessment on the capabilities of the prognostic
module to predict the degradation of the faulty system in a short-term prediction horizon.

To contextualize this problem, let us assume an online implementation where we can acquire real-time measurements,
such as in the case of online End-of-Discharge (EoD) time prognostic problem for Li-ion batteries [7]. In this case, it has been
demonstrated that state estimates can be sequentially updated using any of the filtering algorithms available in the
literature (e.g., Bayesian processors). However, a reasonable question would be to determine if it is actually necessary to
run the EoD time prognostic algorithms every time a new observation is acquired (as conventional implementations of
PFP algorithm suggest [15,16]).

Indeed, one way to solve the aforementioned dilemma is to assume that accurate prognostic results require to incorporate
even the smallest innovation perceived during the filtering stage, since ‘‘failure prognostic results should be continuously
updated using the latest available measurement information. New information should be incorporated to improve the knowledge
about the system, including distribution of the model parameters, system performance, and future loading conditions.
This information is critical for the accurate prognostics” [17]. Nevertheless, in practical situations it would result complicated
to implement this procedure due to the high computational cost. Moreover, in real-time embedded systems, with limited
computational resources, this decision would be counterproductive [18,19].

Therefore, it may be interesting to investigate whether there is an optimal moment, or even an optimal update rate, that
needs to be considered in terms of the implementation of failure prognostic algorithms. To answer this question, this article
proposes a novel time-varying prognostic rate actualization scheme that depends on the performance of the latest charac-
terization of the evolution of the system in time. In this scheme, the performance of the prognostic algorithm within short-
term horizons is continuously compared with the outcome of Bayesian processors that perform the task of state estimation.
If the difference between prior and posterior knowledge is greater than a given threshold, and only then, it is suggested to
update the prognostic result by executing the failure prognostic module once more. The underlying idea there in is ‘‘to run
prognostic if, and only if, is necessary”. In addition, and as a byproduct of this research effort, this article also proposes a
novel metric to evaluate the performance of any prognostic algorithm in real-time.

Therefore, the main objectives of our work can be summarized as follows:

� To provide an efficient and practical procedure to define the moment when it is required to update the latest results pro-
vided by the prognostic algorithm.

� To provide a metric for online assessment of failure prognostic algorithms.

The proposed method is implemented, tested, and validated in two case studies related to the problem of State-of-Charge
(SOC) prognostics. Obtained results show that the proposed strategy allows to significantly reduce the computational cost
while keeping the standards in terms of algorithm efficacy.

The article structure is as follows. Section 2 focuses on providing theoretical background on particle filtering, particle-
filtering-based prognostic algorithms, and online prognostic performance metrics. Section 3 presents the proposed method-
ology for Real-time Assessment of Probability-based Failure Prognostic Algorithms. Section 4 shows the implementation of
the proposed scheme in two case studies related to the problem of SOC prognostics in Li-ion batteries (a.k.a. the EoD prog-
nostic problem). Finally, Section 5 presents the main conclusions of this research work.
2. Theoretical background

2.1. The particle filter

In engineering applications, Bayesian filtering is a mathematical framework for recursively estimating the evolving
posterior distribution of the target state of a dynamical system [20]. In practice, these dynamical systems are typically
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non-linear and non-Gaussian, which entails that the solution of the Bayesian filtering problem (or also called optimal solu-
tion) cannot be computed analytically [21].

A widely known and powerful algorithm used to obtain a sub-optimal solution for the Bayesian filtering problem is the
Particle Filter (PF). This kind of filter, based on Monte Carlo simulation, aims to represent the posterior distribution of the
target state by a set of random samples (called particles) with associated weights [22].

More formally, PF is a kind of algorithm proposed to obtain samples sequentially from a target state probability distribu-

tion pkðx0:kÞ with the purpose of generating a set of N � 1 weighted particles fwðiÞ
k ; xðiÞ0:kgi¼1;...;N; w

ðiÞ
k > 0; 8k P 1, satisfying Eq.

(1) [23]
XN
i¼1

wðiÞ
k uk xðiÞ0:k

� �
!

N!1

Z
uk x0:kð Þpk x0:kð Þdx0:k ; ð1Þ
where uk is any pk-integrable function. And, for the case of the Bayesian filtering problem, the target distribution is chosen
as pkðx0:kÞ ¼ pðx0:k j y1:kÞ, the posterior PDF of the state vector conditional to noisy observations y1:k [22].

Let us assume that at time k� 1 a set of N paths (particles) fxðiÞ0:k�1gi¼1;...;N are available. Moreover, these paths are dis-

tributed according to qk�1ðx0:k�1Þ (also called the importance density at time k� 1). Then, PFs are used to efficiently obtain

a set of N new paths fx�ðiÞ
0:kgi¼1;...;N distributed approximately according to pkð~x0:kÞ [23].

For this, the current paths xðiÞ0:k�1 are extended using the kernel qkð~x0:k j x0:k�1Þ ¼ dð~x0:k�1 � x0:k�1Þ � qkð~xk j x0:k�1Þ, with
~x0:k ¼ ðx0:k�1; ~xkÞ. And including concepts of importance sampling, the posterior PDF (pkðx0:kÞ) can be approximated through
the following empirical distribution (Eq. (2)) [23]
~pN
k ðx0:kÞ ¼

XN
i¼1

wðiÞ
0:kdðx0:k � ~xðiÞ0:kÞ ð2Þ
where wðiÞ
0:k / w0:kð~xðiÞ0:kÞ and

PN
i¼1w

ðiÞ
0:k ¼ 1.

The most basic PF implementation, the sequential importance sampling (SIS) [22], assumes that the importance density

function equal to the a priori state transition PDF, ie, qkð~x0:k j x0:k�1Þ ¼ pð~xk j xk�1Þ. In this way, the particle weights wðiÞ
0:k are

computed using the likelihood of the new observations. The efficiency of the procedure improves as the variance of the par-
ticle weights is minimized [23].

2.2. Failure prognostic based on particle filters

In PHM, a failure prognostic algorithm is understood as a method that is able to characterize future uncertainty sources
that may affect the evolution of degraded systems in time and generate long-term predictions of the state vector (fault indi-
cator), everything with the purpose of estimating the remaining useful life (RUL) of a failing component/subsystem [2]. Fail-
ure prognostic algorithms typically use information provided by Bayesian filtering modules to determine a reasonable initial
condition for those long-term predictions, since Bayesian processors allow to fuse prior knowledge on the degradationmodel
structure with real-time measurements that are acquired once the fault has been detected. However, prognostic algorithms
need to characterize the most likely sequence of state vector probability density functions for future time instants in absence
of additional observations and, thus, their design and implementation entails a series of challenges that go beyond the typ-
ical definition of a Bayesian filtering scheme (e.g., sequential Monte Carlo methods).

In this context, particle-filtering-based prognostic algorithms are a family of methods widely accepted real-time solution
to the failure prognostic problem within the PHM community. PF-based prognostic algorithms assume a nonlinear model to
describe the evolution of the fault indicator (i.e., the state vector) and non-Gaussian sources of uncertainty [7]; offering a
family versatile tools that can be applied to a variety of problems, including crack propagation, bearing degradation, and bat-
tery monitoring systems.

A particle-filtering-based prognostic algorithm is basically a method for future uncertainty characterization that uses
sequential Monte Carlo to obtain a state posterior PDF during the filtering stage. PFP algorithms use the particle population
as a probability mass function for the state, and provide a way to propagate particles in time to represent the evolution of
this initial uncertainty in a long-term prediction problem.

The math behind the implementation of failure prognostic algorithms has been properly described in [24]. In this regard,
let us imagine a system that can incur into a catastrophic failure condition only once. Similarly to the experiment of tossing
coin, at each time instant k the systemmay continue operating or not. We denoteHk as the event of being in a faulty, although
operative, condition at time k, whereas F k denotes the event of undergoing a catastrophic failure at time k.

Given the above, it is possible to approximate the true probability of failure at the k-th time instant, PðF kÞ. Then, the
probability of catastrophic failure can be computed as:
PðF kÞ ¼ PðF kjHkp :k�1ÞPðHkp :k�1Þ; ð3Þ
where kp is the time at which the prognostic algorithm is executed.
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Now, since PðHkp :k�1Þ is the probability of having the system still operative at the ðk� 1Þ-th time instant -which means a
finite intersection of events-, and using the properties of conditional probabilities, we can approximate:
Fig. 1.
acquire
PðHkp :k�1Þ ffi
Yk�1

j¼kpþ1

PðHjjHkp :j�1Þ;
and where
PðHjjHkp :j�1Þ ¼ 1� PðF jjHkp :j�1Þ; 8j > kp:
Because of the mutual exclusion among operative and failed conditions, it follows that:
PðF kÞ ffi PðF kjHkp :k�1Þ
Yk�1

j¼kpþ1

�
1� PðF jjHkp :j�1Þ

�
: ð4Þ
As it can be observed in Eq. (4), any failure probability measure is fully determined by understanding the meaning of
PðF kjHkp :k�1Þ, for all k. It is important to note that in this mathematical notation we assume and omit, on purpose, the con-
ditional on the set of measurements y1:kp in all expressions.

Considering all of the above, particle-filtering-based prognostic methods can be defined as a class of algorithms that allow

to properly approximate PðF kjHkp :k�1Þ by a collection of weighted particles fW ðiÞ
k ; xðiÞk gi¼1;...;N , such that:
PðF kjHkp :k�1Þ ¼
XNp

i¼1

W ðiÞ
k PðF kjHkp :k�1;Xk ¼ xðiÞk Þ: ð5Þ
A key element in the implementation of PF-based prognostic methods is the procedure to compute the weights

W ðiÞ
k ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N in Eq. (5). A detailed description of at least three methods that can be used for this purpose is found in

[2]. The most simple (and common) method is to use the weights of the particles that characterize the posterior state
PDF (computed during the filtering stage) and keep them constant in the generation of long-term predictions.

As stated above, the execution of PFPs algorithms incorporates the previous filtering stage as the initial condition for the
prognostic stage. Therefore, for each newmeasurement acquired in real-time, a new filtering step is applied; also allowing to
update the prognostic stage (Fig. 1). This procedure may improve the characterization of the failure time PDF (since better
estimates of the posterior state PDF are available and also because of a shorter prognostic horizon). However, this procedure
requires high computational resources to be executed.
Graphic illustration of a PFP algorithm execution. PFP algorithms use the current posterior PDF estimate as initial condition. As newmeasurement are
d, it is possible to update the posterior state PDF and, if desired, the outcome of prognostic modules.
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2.3. Prognostic algorithm performance metrics

In literature, researchers have clustered prognostic algorithm performance metrics using different criteria. This study sep-
arates these metrics based on the ability to perform offline vs. online performance assessment. In the first group (offline per-
formance assessment metrics), the ‘‘ground truth” evolution of the health index in time is known beforehand and thus, it is
intensively used to measure the effectiveness of any given prognostic method [25]. A variety of classical metrics, for example
a� c performance, accuracy, convergence, among others [26–28,25], are widely used by the PHM community for this pur-
pose. Nevertheless, in several industrial applications, it may be extremely difficult to acquire data sets characterizing the
entire degradation process until a catastrophic failure and, thus, these metrics will not be applicable to the problem that
motivates this research effort [29].

The second group, online prognostic performance metrics aim to provide a solution to the issue described above. For
online assessment purposes, the ‘‘ground truth” failure time is unknown and, consequently, the definition of metrics is extre-
mely challenging. PHM researchers in the past have declared this problem for a number of years [26,25,28] and nevertheless,
to the best of our knowledge, developments on this area have been scarce. In fact, so far, only two recent publications have
made advances in this regard (see [29,30]).

In [29], the authors proposed an online prognostic performance metric based on a comparison between the prognostic
execution and the current degradation trajectory. For comparison purposes, they define a sliding time window where esti-
mates of the degradation process has been computed. However, within this sliding window, authors compare the prognostic
module outcome against degradation process estimates by using classical offline prognostic performance metrics, a choice
that is counterproductive.

On the other hand, in [30], prognostic algorithm performance is compared against the outcome of simulations from a
dynamic model with equivalent process noise characterization (basically, a Monte Carlo simulation with a restricted number
of realizations). Although theoretically speaking the concept behind this proposal is correct, it becomes difficult to ensure
adequate real-time assessment of prognostic algorithms when using the latter approach; mainly due to the number of sim-
ulations that are required to properly characterize future uncertainty in dynamic nonlinear systems.
3. Determining the need of an update in time-of-failure estimates

This research effort aims to develop a novel time-varying prognostic rate actualization scheme capable of providing infor-
mation regarding the need of an update on ToF estimates, considering for this purpose performance assessments of the latest
result generated by failure prognostic algorithms. To do this, it is also necessary to propose an adequate method to assess the
quality of probability-based failure prognostic algorithms in real-time.

The proposed solution should achieve its goal while simultaneously meeting the following requirements:

� Offer an adequate balance between prognostic performance and algorithm computational cost.
� Must use less computational resources than the traditional schemes where prognostic results are computed every time a
measurement is acquired.

3.1. Degradation model structure

The proposed scheme is applicable to model-based prognostic algorithms. Thus, it assumes that the evolution in time of
the HI of the monitored system can be well-described in terms of a state-space characterization. Thereby, for all practical
purposes, the degradation model structure is as follows:

State Transition equation:
xt ¼ f ðxt�1;ut�1;wt�1Þ ð6Þ

Observation Equation:
yt ¼ gðxt; v tÞ ð7Þ
where f ð�Þ is the state transition function, gð�Þ is the state observation function, ut is the input of the system; while wt and v t

are the process and observation noise, respectively. Functions f ð�Þ and gð�Þ are non-linear, while wt and v t are non-Gaussian
noises. As this model structure enables the implementation of particle-filtering-based diagnostic and prognostic schemes
(see SubSection 2.2), this research effort will assume that uncertainty sources will always be characterized by a set of

N � 1 weighted particles fwðiÞ
k ; xðiÞ0:kgi¼1;...;N; wðiÞ

k > 0; 8k P 1.

3.2. Proposed solution for the determination of optimal update times in failure prognostic algorithms

Before presenting the proposed scheme for failure prognostic algorithms update requests, it is important to generate an
intuition about the developed strategy. In this regard, it becomes relevant to understand which are the main factors that may
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affect the quality of prognostic results. Assuming that the system degradation model is well-characterized (see SubSec-
tion 3.1), we have 2 factors that have a direct influence on the quality of ToF estimates:

� Initial conditions for the state vector in the state-space model [7].
� Characterization of the uncertainty associated with future system inputs (i.e., future operating profiles) [25].

Taking this into account, one question arises: is it actually possible improve our knowledge on any of these factors as
more system measurements are acquired? Actually, yes. Indeed, Bayesian processors (such as particle-filtering schemes)
allow to continuously improve the characterization of initial conditions for long-term predictions in prognostic algorithms.
Conversely, if the evolution of the system in the short-term closely follows predicted trajectories for the state vector, which
means that it is not expected to observe significant discrepancies between the posterior state PDF and the predicted (prior)
state PDF, then initial conditions for long-term predictions should be similar to those that were anticipated. As similar initial
conditions for long-term predictions will reflect into similar ToF estimates, it would not be advisable to run a prognostic
update (and spend the significant computational resources related to this task) unless there is evidence that the future oper-
ating profile is significantly different from what it was assumed. Moreover, an analogous analysis can be made for the case
when the characterization of the uncertainty associated with future system inputs is unaltered.

Inspired by this intuition, the following solution to the problem of determining the need of an update in ToF estimates is
now proposed. At each sample time, a short-term predicted state PDF is compared against the filtering state PDF using an ad
hoc online prognostic performance metric. This metric will basically measure the difference between these state probability
distributions. If the trajectories associated with the latest prognostic results available are close to the outcome of the filtering
process, then the advisory system will recommend to avoid an update on ToF estimates. Otherwise, the prognostic results
will be updated using the current filtering state estimate as initial condition for long-term predictions. Fig. 2 depicts an illus-
tration of the proposed scheme, where the quality of the latest available prognostic result is assessed in terms of its capa-
bility to describe the current state of the system by an online prognostic performance metric. If the outcome of the
assessment, H, is lower than a predefined threshold, M, then an update of ToF estimates is suggested.

Note that in this scheme, the ad hoc online prognostic performance metric plays an important role. This metric will be
described in detail in the following subsection.
3.3. Proposed online prognostic performance metric

The main problem regarding the implementation of online performance assessment procedures is that the actual trajec-
tory of the state vector is unknown. Nevertheless, it is important to note that reliable characterizations of the evolution of the
damage progression should perform well both in the long-term (naturally required to estimate the ToF) and in the short-
term. Inspired by this fact, a novel online prognostic performance metric is defined by measuring the discrepancy between
short-term predicted state PDFs and the outcomes of the filtering stage once sufficient measurements are acquired. This met-
ric follows some of the concepts described in [29], regarding the fact that it compares prognostic results with PDF estimates,
but it differs in the manner in which the metric is actually computed.

Indeed, considering that this research effort assumes the implementation of PF-based algorithms to compute the poste-
rior PDF of the state vector, and that uncertainty is characterized by a set of weighted particles, we propose the following
performance metric:

1. Compute the probability interval of k percent for the posterior state PDF around its expectation. Let a be the lower bound
of this interval and b its upper bound.

2. Consider a short-term prediction for the state PDF that was computed L time instants ago (with L negligible with respect
to the prognostic horizon). Compute the probability mass (Hk) of this predicted PDF that falls within the probability inter-
val ½a; b�. This can be simply done by adding the weights of the particles that fall within the interval.
Fig. 2. Graphic abstract for the proposed method for the determination of optimal update times in failure prognostic algorithms.



Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the proposed online prognostic performance metric, for k ¼ 0:95. Please note that all particles in the PF-based prognostic
algorithm have identical weights.
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Please note that a similar metric has been defined in [25] for offline prognostic performance assessment. This research
redefines the latter metric for online applications using only partial knowledge on the degradation process.

A graphical representation of the concept behind this new prognostic metric can be found in Fig. 3.
The values of a and b (bounds of the probability interval of k percent for the posterior state PDF around its expectation)

can be computed as follows:
Pðxk 6 aÞ ¼ ð1� kÞ
2

ð8Þ
Pðxk P bÞ ¼ ð1� kÞ
2

ð9Þ
where PðxkÞ is the posterior PDF estimate.
Note that the parameter k is defined by the user. It is important to note that the state vector prediction represents prior

knowledge about the future condition of the system, which is more uncertain than the outcome of the filtering stage (pos-
terior knowledge). As result, the proposed metric should take values in the interval ½0; k�, where k is the best case and 0 is the
worst situation, which corresponds to a case where prior knowledge differs completely from posterior knowledge in the sup-
port defined by the probability interval. Two main reasons justify the selection of this specific performance metric:

� The metric takes into account the similarity between state PDF estimates obtained from filtering stage and short-term
predictions computed by the prognostic algorithm under analysis. If the metric value is close to 0:95, both PDFs will have
similar supports for their respective distributions. If ToF estimates are updated in this situation, no significant changes
should be expected; given that the initial condition for long-term predictions will be almost equivalent to the one that
was anticipated for the current time instant.

� The metric has a low computational cost. This is important because one of the most important objectives of this work is to
propose an efficient way to solve the problem.

Perhaps the best way to illustrate the advantages of the proposed scheme is to analyze its performance in terms of the
efficiency and efficacy of obtained prognostic results in actual case studies. Particularly, this research effort has chosen the
problem of EoD time prognostic in Li-ion battery cells for this purpose, motivated by the fact that this problem is still a mat-
ter of ongoing research within the Prognostic and Health Management community [24,31–33,8].
4. Case of study: end-of-discharge time prognostic in lithium-ion battery cells

This section focuses on the implementation and validation of the proposed prognostic scheme in the context of battery
EoD time prognostic problems (a.k.a SOC prognostic). In particular, two case studies are now presented. The first one corre-
sponds to an experiment conducted under carefully controlled conditions, while in the second the SoC prognostic problem is
studied in the context of an application for an electric bike (real-life usage). These case studies offer the opportunity to incor-
porate additional sources of uncertainty and perform more complete sensitivity analyses: (1) impact of initial conditions on
the quality of prognostic results, (2) characterization of unknown future exogenous inputs via probabilistic methods, (3) the
opportunity to compare our proposed approach with respect to the conventional method in terms of computational effort,
and (4) sensibility analysis respect to parameters k and M.
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4.1. EoD Time prognostic in Li-ion battery

EoD Time prognostic is a widely studied problemwithin the PHM community [24,31–33,8]. In this case, the aim is to eval-
uate the amount of energy that still remains on a Li-ion battery cell (filtering problem) and prognosticate the moment at
which that energy will be depleted (failure prognostic problem). For these purposes, filtering and prognostic modules use
a state-space model to represent the evolution in time of the Li-ion battery voltage as a function of i) the SOC, ii) the battery
internal impedance, and iii) the discharge current (exogenous system input). The battery cell typically is modeled as a Théve-
nin equivalent circuit, where the voltage source is a function of the state, specifically the SOC. For most of the battery oper-
ating range, the relationship between SOC and the Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) curve can be well characterized by an affine
function. However, the state-space model proposed in [7] is used in this research effort instead, allowing to characterize
the nonlinear behavior present in this curve. The resulting state-space model is as follows:

State Transition Equation:
x1ðkþ 1Þ ¼ x1ðkÞ þx1ðkÞ ð10Þ

x2ðkþ 1Þ ¼ x2ðkÞ � v l þ ðvo � v lÞecðx2ðkÞ�1Þ þ . . .
�

. . .þ av lðx2ðkÞ � 1Þ þ ð1� aÞv lðe�b � e�b
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2ðkÞ

p
Þ þ . . . . . .

� iðkÞx1ðkÞ þ gðkÞÞiðkÞDt E�1
crit þx2ðkÞ ð11Þ
Observation equation:
vðkÞ ¼ v l þ ðvo � v lÞecðx2ðkÞ�1Þ þ aðkÞv lðx2ðkÞ � 1Þ þ . . . . . .þ ð1� aðkÞÞv lðe�b � e�b
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2ðkÞ

p
Þ � iðkÞx1ðkÞ þ gðkÞ ð12Þ
where x1 and x2 are the internal resistance of the battery cell and the SOC, respectively. In addition, the parameters
a; b;v0;v l; c and Ec are estimated off-line following the procedure described in [7].

The aforementioned space-state model for the battery discharge process allows to implement particle-filtering-based
prognostic algorithms. In particular, without loss of generality, this article assumes the utilization of the approach suggested
in [7].

4.2. Case study 1: battery cell discharged in laboratory

The battery used in the experiment was a Panasonic Li-ion cell (specifically type CGR18650CH). The parameters that char-
acterize this cell are shown in Table 1. They are determined by an offline experimental test that follows the procedure
described in [7].

A particle-filtering estimation and prognostic scheme was implemented to keep track of the SOC and predict the moment
in which the battery cell will be completely discharged. In this case, the algorithm uses 200 particles for this purpose. Failure
prognostic algorithms also require to characterize the future evolution of exogenous inputs to the state-space model (future
operating profiles). In this case study, future inputs for the system assume a constant discharge current profile, whose value
is computed as the average of the latest 30 measurements of the actual battery discharge current.

4.2.1. Algorithm performance assessment: obtained results
The implementation of filtering-prognostic scheme based on PF was performed on a desktop computer, with an Intel i5 3

(Ghz) processor and 8ðGBÞ of RAM. Note that in the implementation, the parameterM (threshold for prognostic update deci-
sion) is set as M ¼ 0:8, while k is set as k ¼ 0:95. As a consequence, an update of the ToF estimate will be suggested every
time that the sum of the weights associated with a L-step short-term prediction of the state PDF falls within the probability
interval ½a; b�, is lower than 0:8.

The results of the proposed methodology for prognostic update rate are shown both in Fig. 4 and Table 2. The window
time in this case study corresponds to 854½s�. Considering a conventional update rate for prognostic results, we would need
to run the prognostic algorithm 854 times. The implementation of the proposed methodology to determine an appropriate
update rate resulted in solely 6 executions of the prognostic routine.

The time of prognostic executions and time lapse during which each prognostic result was valid are found in the second
and third column of Table 2, respectively. Each time that prognostic is computed the metric is maximum (for instance at time
Table 1
Estimated battery cell parameters. Experimental results were obtained by applying the procedure described in [7].

Parameter Value Unit

Ec 24464 J
v l 3.997 V
v0 4.14 V
a 0.15
b 17
c 10.5



Table 2
Time lapse during which successive prognostic results were valid.

Prognostic algorithm Time of prognostic Time lapse during which
run number algorithm execution [s] results were valid [s]

1 466 257
2 723 265
3 988 224
4 1212 29
5 1241 82

Fig. 4. Results of implementation of proposed methodology for prognostic update rate.
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723½s�, see Fig. 4b), then it starts to decrease due to the prognostic uncertainty increment. The metric decay rate is highly
depending on the prognostic performance; it can be better analyzed in terms of the time lapse during which successive prog-
nostic results were valid. For prognostic execution i, it was computed as tpiþ1 � tpi. On the one hand, it is interesting to
emphasize the fact that the first 3 executions of the prognostic algorithm are valid during time intervals of similar length
(in fact, each of them lasted more than 200½s�). On the other hand, the last 2 executions of the prognostic routine were valid
for a considerably less amount of time. The latter is caused by a change in the operating conditions of the battery cell. Indeed,
the characterization of the future discharge current profile is computed as the average of the latest 30 measured values of
this exogenous variable, and at time 1200½s� occurs a sudden and significant change in the battery discharge current (see
Fig. 4a). At that time, the assumptions considered by the prognostic module (in terms of the future battery discharge current
profile) were inexact and, therefore, the performance of the prognostic algorithm degraded and the proposed approach for
determination of update rates in the execution of prognostic algorithms requested an actualization of EoD estimates more
often.

This experiment helps to illustrate the main advantage of the proposed prognostic scheme, when compared to other con-
ventional implementations. Particularly, it is possible to observe how the proposed methodology evaluates the discrepancy
between prior and posterior knowledge, requesting an update of the prognostic result only if necessary, with the consequent
savings in computational cost. Nevertheless, as this experiment is conducted under carefully controlled conditions, it cannot
be used to conclude on the usefulness of the proposed methodology in other circumstances. For this reason, we have decided
to perform a second experiment, where the SOC prognostic problem is studied in the context of an application for an electric
bike (real-life usage).
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4.3. Case study 2: battery EoD prognostics in an electric bicycle

This case study studies the performance of the proposed algorithm in the context of a real-time SOC monitoring applica-
tion for the battery of an electric bicycle (real-life usage). The battery is instrumented with voltage and current sensors at its
terminals, and data is acquired during one complete discharge cycle under normal usage conditions. Similarly to the proce-
dure described in the former case study, the first step for the implementation of the proposed methodology is to estimate the
parameters that characterize the Lithium-Ion battery. These parameter values are summarized in Table 3.

As opposed to the first case study that was presented in this article, in this experiment the discharge profile cannot be
characterized via a constant value due to the inherent variability associated with the usage of the bicycle. Consequently,
the characterization of future exogenous inputs is a more challenging problem. Nevertheless, this objective can be achieved
using a Markov Chain stochastic model and following the steps described in [7]. The resulting stochastic model allows to
characterize future inputs for the system through a set of realizations obtained from the Markov Chain; see Fig. 5.
4.3.1. Algorithm performance assessment: obtained results
The implementation of the proposed filtering and prognostic scheme used in this case the same default values for param-

eters (M ¼ 0:8 and k ¼ 0:95) than the first application example.
In this test, the initial battery SOC is 0:8 (i.e., 80%). However, and with the purpose of analyzing the impact of erroneous

initial conditions, the PF-based estimator assumes a biased SOC initial condition equal to 0:7. The proposed prognostic
update methodology is compared with a ‘‘conventional” approach that executes the prognostic algorithm each time a
new measurement is acquired. It is important to remark that both update schemes utilize the same PF-based prognostic
algorithm to predict the battery EoD, being the update rate the only difference.

Fig. 6 shows obtained results for this experiment during both filtering and prognostic stages. First, in Fig. 6(a), it is pos-
sible to observe that the estimator is able to correct for the erroneous initial condition and converge to ground truth SOC
value in approximately 100 s. However, there is also evidence indicating that this error in SOC estimates is detrimental
for the quality of prognostic results computed at early stages. Indeed, as the SOC posterior estimate is biased, so is the result
of the prognostic algorithm. As a consequence, and particularly during the first 100 s of operation, the proposed prognostic
methodology recommends to perform updates every 15 s in average; see Fig. 6(b). This update rate diminishes noticeably
afterwards, limiting the execution of prognostic algorithms only after 139 s in average.

This phenomenon can be explained in terms of the differences found between long term predictions and filtered esti-
mates for the battery SOC during early stages, where the likelihood of real-time measurements provide critical information
about the accuracy of prior estimates. In contrast, once SOC estimates has converged, the innovation associated with each
newly acquired measurements is less significant (as long as the state equation provides a reasonable model for the system),
given the fact that the battery discharge process is slow compared to the sampling period. The proposed methodology is able
to capture this information, which explains the reduction in the recommended prognostic update rate after the 100th
second.
Table 3
Electric parameters for the battery of electric bicycle. Estimates were obtained following the procedure described in [7].

Parameter Value Unit

Ec 1279900 J
v l 33.481 V
v0 41.405 V
a �0.005
b 11.505
c 1.553

Fig. 5. Characterization of future discharge current using a realization of a Markov Chain model.



Fig. 6. Comparison between proposed and conventional prognostic update schemes.

Fig. 7. Illustration of figures of merit used to measure the effectiveness of prognostic results.
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A quick assessment of the computational effort associated with the implementation of the proposed methodology indi-
cates that, during 800 s of operation, EoD prognostic results had to be updated only 11 times (compared to 800 updates that
would be needed when using conventional real-time approaches). In this regard, it is evident that our proposal has a lower
computational cost than conventional update schemes.

Now, the question that naturally follows from the previous analysis is: what can be said in terms of the efficacy of the
obtained prognostic results? To answer this question, two figures of merit will be used; allowing us to measure the predic-
tive capability in terms of the End-of-Discharge time (EoD). These figures of merit are defined as follows:

1. Absolute Error (Abs. Error):
jE½EoDpredicted� � EoDground�truthj � 100%
EoDground�truth

;

where E½EoDpredicted� is expectation for the time when the predicted SOC reaches the critical discharge threshold, whereas
EoDground�truth is the ‘‘ground truth” value associated with the moment in which this event happens. These quantities are
illustrated in Fig. 7.

2. Probability Interval Width (PI width): Corresponds to the width of 95% probability interval for the predicted EoD (see
Fig. 7).

The intuition behind these figures of merit, which are always non-negative, is illustrated in Fig. 7. Prognostic results are
deemed to be effective if both metrics are small (close to zero).



Fig. 8. Comparison between two prognostic results computed at different times.
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On the one hand, if conventional approaches to real-time failure prognostics are used, the EoD prediction is updated every
time a new measurement (voltage and discharge current) is acquired. Consequently, at each sample time, both metrics (Abs.
Error and PI width) could be evaluated. On the other hand, the proposed approach recommends to execute prognostic algo-
rithms only when the threshold update is reached. In this regard, at each sample time, the performance of the proposed
scheme is measured solely in terms of the latest result available.

Fig. 6(c) and (d) shows obtained results in terms of ‘‘Abs. Error” and ‘‘PI width”, respectively. It is noteworthy that both
schemes exhibit poor performances at early stages of the experiment, being this fact a consequence of the utilization of erro-
neous initial conditions during the filtering stage. Nevertheless, as the estimates converge to the ground truth SOC, both fig-
ures of merit decrease significantly. In addition, it is possible to confirm that the uncertainty related to prognostic results
decreases as the prediction horizon does, since the ‘‘PI width” decreases noticeably as the experiment reaches its ground
truth EoD.

An analysis based on ‘‘Abs. Error” (see Fig. 6(c)) indicates that both schemes have similar performance in average. Please
note that conventional schemes generate results that sometimes are better than the proposed methodology, but the opposite
is also true. Also, almost identical behavior is observed in term of ‘‘PI width” (see Fig. 6(d)), although the conventional
approach offers slightly better performance in average.

In summary, both schemes have a similar performance (effectiveness) in terms of the figures of merit included in this
study. The only difference being that the conventional implementation of prognostic algorithms obtains a slight reduction
in the width of the probability interval at the very end of the experiment (caused by the inclusion of samples during the last
seconds of operation). Nevertheless, this difference is negligible in terms of decision-making strategies that could be imple-
mented in the usage of electric bicycle. To emphasize the latter statement, please refer to the situation depicted in Fig. 8,
where two outcomes from the prognostic algorithm are considered: ‘‘Prediction 1”, computed at time 645½s�, and ‘‘Prediction
2”, computed at time 745½s�. Even though both prognostic results were computed at different time instants, the associated
performance is almost identical.

At this point, and considering the aforementioned analysis, it is possible to conclude that even in cases where the exoge-
nous input of the system is unknown and characterized in terms of a stochastic process, the proposed methodology for prog-
nostic updates (1) uses significantly less computational resources than the conventional approach, and (2) exhibits similar
performance in terms of its effectiveness. Thus, it is possible to state that the proposed scheme is, indeed, more efficient.

4.3.2. Sensitivity analysis
The proposed methodology uses two parameters (k and M) to define the recommended prognostic update policy. In this

regard, it is important to understand the role that these parameters pay in terms of the efficiency of the scheme. This issue is
addressed in the sensitivity analysis that follows.

The sensitivity analysis aim at studying the effect of parameters k and M in terms of the number of prognostic updates
that the method requires within a fixed time window. This analysis is performed, in this case, using data from the experi-
ment of SOC monitoring in the electric bicycle. The time window used in the analysis is 944 s and obtained results are shown
in Table 4.

From Table 4, one the one hand, for a fixed value of parameter k, it is observed that when the threshold M decreases, the
prognostic update rate also diminishes. This result is expected, since when we consider smaller thresholds for the probability
of being inside the interval associated with the posterior distribution, it basically implies that the prognostic update scheme
is being less strict with respect to the minimum acceptable precision and accuracy of predictions for the state vector. On the
other hand, for a fixed threshold M, we observe that when the probability interval k decreases, the prognostic update rate



Table 4
Number of prognostic updates required in a 944 s time window.

k M

0,90 0,80 0,70 0,60

0,99 8 7 5 4
0,95 37 10 7 5
0,90 256 21 6 5
0,85 699 32 13 7
0,80 944 119 25 8
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increases. The latter result is also expected, since a smaller probability interval in the posterior distribution implies that the
prognostic update scheme is being more strict. Moreover, we note that if parameters are set with the most strict combination
(k decreases while M increases), the proposed prognostic update scheme results equivalent to conventional prognostic
update rate method.

5. Conclusion

This article presents a novel time-varying prognostic rate actualization scheme that depends on the performance of the
latest characterization of the evolution of the system in time. The proposed actualization scheme is implemented, tested, and
validated in two case studies related to the problem of battery SOC prognostics.

Obtained results show that the proposed strategy allows to significantly reduce the computational cost while keeping the
standards in terms of algorithm efficacy; proving the value behind research efforts that address the problem of appropriate
updates rates in prognostic algorithm implementations. In this regard, it is highly recommended to incorporate the proposed
procedure in embedded applications with limited computational resources, and also as a tool to provide guidelines in terms
of prognostic algorithm design.

In addition, the proposed online performance metric demonstrates its merit as a tool to assess the predictive capabilities
associated with a specific prognostic algorithm implementation; being its main advantage the low computational cost and
the straightforward interpretation. Future research work will be oriented towards the utilization of this metric in the formu-
lation of an optimal prognostic update rate problem.
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